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What’s the Deal By Daniel Lesser
Daniel Lesser, president and CEO, LW Hospitality Advisors, New York City

Scary headlines
(The views and opinions expressed in this blog are strictly those of the author.)

Most mornings I read (well, on many occasions skim) the Wall Street Journal.  On August 17, I was struck by two
articles, neither of which appeared on the front page, and at first glance sounded ominous. "The Specter of an
Accidental China-U.S. War" and "Obama Administration to Privatize Internet Governance on Oct. 1" , appeared on
pages A12 and A2, respectively.

Since 1998, the National Telecommunications Information Administration (NTIA) a division of the U.S. Department of
Commerce has managed and overseen Internet domain names around the world. The Obama administration has
announced its intent to allow the U.S. government’s contract with the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN), the organization which controls and oversees domain names, and thus in essence, the Internet,
to lapse so that the organization can be controlled and administered by a global board of directors, who will then
assume the domain naming responsibility. Critics fear that this will allow governments such as Russia, China and
Iran to have a stake in Internet governance and the “de facto” power to tax domain names and potentially stifle free
speech.

"War with China: Thinking Through the Unthinkable," a RAND Corp. report published in late July 2016, and
sponsored by the U.S. Army, suggests that a while a premeditated war with China is very unlikely, the risk that a
mishandled crises could ignite a full-fledged war cannot be ignored.

Similar to many in the hotel sector, I am an optimist at heart.  With this said, between various hotspots in the Middle
East, recent Russia expansionism, tensions on the Korean Peninsula, and divisiveness here in America, it appears
that instability around the globe is on the rise. While wide-ranging 24/7, nonstop, in-your-face media exacerbates
negative headlines, clearly geopolitical risks today are higher than in years past.

Given that hotels lease guestrooms on a daily basis and with today’s technology the pricing of available room night
inventory changes by the nanosecond, hoteliers need to be laser focused on uncontrollable external forces that can
create swift, wide and deep changes to market dynamics. While some may react to this blog with a feeling of "he is
irrational," recall that if one had predicted on September 10, 2001, what was about to occur the next day, they too
would have been labeled “nonsensical.”

The takeaway: Be positive, but also be prepared.
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